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At Parallelus, we’ve been busy with our most extensive venture to date. Today, I’m excited to formally 
introduce Runway, a new development environment for creating custom WordPress products. !
With thousands of hours spent building customizable themes, I realized how routine the process becomes 
over a few development cycles. Each project begins with the same steps, in the same order. Many of the 
components we create have reusable functionality, relevant for an assortment of end products. Every time I 
prepared to launch a new theme, I had to start by retracing a familiar path before getting to the work that 
sets each product apart from the rest of the Parallelus collection. !
In the interest of saving labor, I began creating reusable custom tools for myself. I developed the habit of 
mechanizing my process, eventually involving the rest of my team. We saw a logical system emerging, and 
realized how indispensable it was to the efficiency of our development process. !
And so emerged Runway, the streamlined, proofed, and polished version of our original system. Runway is 
an organic but thoughtfully structured environment for developing WordPress themes for your clients. It’s a 
bit like sending your theme to Montessori school: Runway provides the framework, but the creative process 
is up to you. !
It boils down to a better way to create themes, and ultimately a stronger product: a theme that organically 
adheres to WordPress standards with built-in best practices, eliminates the need for Parent/Child 
installations, provides integrated and intuitive admin options for your clients, and is fully brandable as your 
product. And the bag of chips? By automating the routine, providing scaffold themes, centralizing your 
development process, and offering a toolbox of integrable plugins (where you can also store your own 
custom items), Runway will shrink your development timeline by dispensing with the grunt work, saving you 
labor, time, and money. !
Fully open-source, Runway is bred for interaction, designed to evolve to the demands of its users. Our 
strength depends on the open source philosophy: community feedback, input, and suggestions guide the 
ship. There are multiple avenues to contribute to the evolution of Runway, with more to come. Get active in 
the community; help build a trusted and stable environment for WordPress theme development, and you’ll 
find that Runway is dynamically responsive to your suggestions and contributions. !
If you haven’t yet jumped on the bandwagon, download Runway on Github. Fork the project, and submit a 
pull request with your own additions and adaptations. Get involved in the forums to join discussions with 
others involved in the Runway project. !
We’re looking forward to future collaboration with the Runway user community of developers and designers. 
Stay tuned! 
___________________________________________________________________________ !
Runway: A better way to launch WordPress sites! 
Runway is a Parallelus product. !
For news and occasional previews of upcoming features, stalk us on Google+, Facebook, and Twitter 
@RunwayWP. Andy also posts at @andyinthewild. As always, for support visit our forums for the most 
expedient response. 

https://github.com/parallelus/Runway-Framework
http://runwaywp.com/support/
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